Bulky Rigid Plastic Recycling

The following items are accepted for bulky rigid plastic recycling

- All wheels and metal must be removed before recycling

- Crates & bins
- Lawn furniture
- Baskets
- Garbage cans
- Buckets
Bulky Rigid Plastic Recycling

The following items are NOT accepted for bulky rigid plastic recycling:

* 55 gallon drums  * car seats  * drainpipes
* flowerpots & trays  * garden hoses  * medical wastes
* plastic bags of any kind  * pools, including kids
* PVC pipe / tubing  * tires / wheels  * shelving units
* vinyl fencing / siding  * coolers  * toolboxes
* kid’s toys, sleds, wagons, furniture, etc.  * hangers
* motor oil containers  * polystyrene of any kind
* animal carriers  * chemical bottles
* herbicide / pesticide containers  * animal carriers
* polystyrene of any kind
* Styrofoam of any kind, including coolers
* plastic containers contaminated by herbicides / pesticides / hazardous materials / oils etc.